Abstract-In this paper we present a comprehensive perception system with applications to mobile manipulation and grasping for personal robotics. Our approach makes usc of dense 3D point cloud data acquired using stereo vision cameras by projecting textured light onto the scene. To create models suitable for grasping, we extract the supporting planes and model object clusters with different surface geometric primitives. The resultant decoupled primitive point clusters are then reconstructed as smooth triangular mesh surfaces, and their use is validated in grasping experiments using OpenRAVE [1]. To annotate the point cloud data with primitive geometric labels we make use of our previously proposed Fast Point Feature Histograms [2] and probabilistic graphical methods (Conditional Random Fields), and obtain a classification accuracy of 98.27% for different object geometries. We show the validity of our approach by analyzing the proposed system for the problem of building object models usable in grasping applications with the PR2 robot (sec Figure 1 ).
I. INTROD UCTION
Environment models serve as important resources for autonomous robots by providing them with the necessary task-relevant information about their habitats. As personal robotic assistants get more sophisticated manipulation capabilities, they also need more expressive and comprehensive environment models: for manipulation purposes their models have to include the objects present in the world, together with their position, form, and other aspects, as well as interpretations of these objects with respect to the way they can be manipulated.
In this paper we propose a comprehensive perception system for personal robots manipulating in indoor environments. Our focus is on modeling the immediate area that a robot's arms can reach, which we call the robot's "workspace". Since the robot is mobile we cannot depend on instrumenting the external world with active vision systems or special lighting, but we can put such devices on the robot. In our case, we use projected textured light to enhance stereo depth perception and create dense 3D point cloud maps. Our experimental platform is the PR2 (Personal Robot 2) from Willow Garage (see Figure 1) .
The goal of our work is to build a capable perception system that can generate good models for mobile manipulation and grasping applications. This system needs to be able to segment and interpret surfaces from noisy stereo depth data, recognize and extract objects of interest, and annotate the object models with labels that can hint what are the 978-1-4244-4588-2/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE most appropriate parts that can be used for computing stable grasps .
Our proposed system architecture is depicted in Figure 4 . As input, our perception system makes use of dense stereo point clouds using projected light textures. The advantage of using stereo over panning laser scans is that it is much faster (30Hz-60Hz vs. several seconds to pan), but at the cost of more noise. Using the resulting stereo depth map, we compute normal vectors and then segment the points into planar surfaces and points supported by planes. We extend our previously proposed Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) [2] by changing the weighting function to deal with Fig. 3 . Left: a camera image from a stereo system (top) and its associated disparity map (bottom). Right: a camera image with superimposed texture light (top) and its denser disparity map (bottom). Fig. 2 . From left to right and top to bottom: raw point cloud dataset, planar and cluster segmentation, labeling of points belonging to the cluster using FPFH feature representations, and finally the reconstruction of the scene surface using smooth triangular meshes.
the greater noise (see Section V). The new FPFH features are estimated and then fed into a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to label local surface patches into a set of geometric primitives . At this point surface types are labeled at each place in the depth map giving the robot a basic interpretation of the scene. The next step is to perform a decoupled surface reconstruction of the scene, followed by mesh relaxation to simplify the resultant models for more stable grasps. We then have what we sought: the object model, the object locations (from the depth map), the parts of the object in terms of geometric primitives, and the earlier planar surface segmentations.
The objects we tested on consisted of twenty cups and bowls from IKEA, see Figure 8 . Figure 2 shows an example segmentation of a cup on a table. A database of images, point clouds and 3D models of these IKEA objects will be release publicly for comparison testing. Since the objects are sold worldwide, anyone may also purchase them.
Our mobile manipulation platform (see Figure I ) uses stereo cameras as its primary vision system. In order to increase the density of the depth map in the robot's workspace, we employ alternating flashes of textured light. When the texture is on, dense stereo correspondence can be found, when the texture is off we get 2D imagery. The stereo algorithm was developed in [3] and uses the implementation in the OpenCV library [4] as described in detail in [5] . In Figure 3 , the left column shows the untextured left stereo image at top and the corresponding disparity map at bottom; in the right column we see the image at top when the texture is on and the corresponding disparity map at bottom right.
The key contributions of the research reported in this paper include the following: i) real time segmentation and clustering of objects supported by planar structures from stereo depth data; ii) the development and application of a modified Fast Point Feature Histogram as a local feature representation able to deal with exacerbated noise levels present in stereo depth data; iii) the application of a Conditional Random Field formulation for the problem of surface class labeling with geometric primitives using FPFH features; and finally iv) the surface reconstruction of the resultant object clusters and their application to the problem of mobile manipulation and grasping with OpenRAVE.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Related work is described in Section II. This is followed by a brief description of our system architecture in Section III. We present the segmentation algorithm in Section IV followed by a discussion of the features used in Section V. Our CRF formulation is described in Section VI followed by results in Section VII. Conclusions are described in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem that we are trying to solve tackles local (point level) classification based on estimated features. This has been under investigation for a long time in various research fields, such as computer graphics, robotics, and pattern matching, see [6] - [8] for comprehensive reviews. We address the most relevant work below.
Some of the widely used 3D point feature extraction approaches include: spherical harmonic invariants [9] , spin images [10] , curvature maps [II] , or more recently, Point Feature Histograms (PFH) [2] , and conformal factors [12] . Spherical harmonic invariants and spin images have been successfully used for the problem of object recognition for densely sampled datasets, though their performance seem to degrade for noisier and sparser datasets [8] . Conformal factors are based on conformal geometry, which is invariant to isometric transformations, and thus obtains good results on databases of watertight models. Its main drawback is that it can only be applied to manifold meshes. Curvature maps and PFH descriptors have been studied in the context of local shape comparisons for data registration. A side study [13] applied the PFH descriptors to the problem of surface classification into 3D geometric primitives, although only for data acquired using precise laser sensors. A different point fingerprint representation using the projections of geodesic circles onto the tangent plane at a point Pi was proposed in [14] for the problem of surface registration. As the authors note, geodesic distances are more sensitive to surface sampling noise, and thus are unsuitable for real sensed data without a priori smoothing and reconstruction. A decomposition of objects into parts learned using spin images is presented in [15] for the problem of vehicle identification.
The local point classification presented in this paper is based on an extension of our recently proposed FPFH descriptors [2] , coupled with Conditional Random Field models that classify noisy data acquired using our stereo setup into basic primitive partial shapes.
The grasping analysis performed in our experiments [I] is based on calculating contact points and normals between the reconstructed triangular surfaces and the end-effectors of the PR2 robot, and computing force closure and grasp stability metrics. The metrics are similar to the ones presented in [16] .
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our system together with the geometric and learning processing pipeline is presented in Figure 4 .
For every point cloud P acquired from the stereo system, our pipeline first estimates the underlying surface normal estimates n i at every point Pi E P, by approximating them with the normals of least-squares planes fit to local k-nearest neighbors patches centered around each Pi' By transforming the input data into the robot coordinate system (z pointing upwards), and using the previously estimated surface normals, we devise a parallelized segmentation scheme for all horizontal planar surfaces t, E T sampled in P using robust MSAC (M-Estimator Sample Consensus) estimators [17] . Then, we select the closest t , candidate and extract all Euclidean point clusters supported by the horizontal planar model (i.e., sitting on it). Since these clusters are independent with respect to each other, we start estimating local Fast Point Feature Histograms at every point in a cluster, for each cluster in parallel. Using a previously learned model (CRF in our case), the system outputs local point classes . A surface reconstruction step is then applied to generate smooth triangular surface meshes useful for grasping. The grasping analysis is performed offline by estimating the force closure and other grasp stability metrics between the reconstructed surfaces and the PR2 grippers.
In the following sections we will discuss each of the above mentioned steps separately and give insight on their implementation details.
IV. SEGMENTATION
A major goal of our work is to be able to manipulate objects with our personal robotic assistant. In general, the space of all possible objects and their locations is huge. However for the purpose of the experiments presented herein, we limit the type of objects used to those usually present in indoor environments, in particular kitchens. Due to the fact that the location of these objects is constrained to well defined parts of the environment, such as supporting horizontal planes, or inside cupboards, it makes sense to use this information and devise a segmentation scheme to save computational resources.
Our segmentation approach uses planar fitting with robust estimators and Euclidean clustering methods to extract all horizontal planes in the world as follows. For a given point cloud dataset P , we construct a downsampled version of it, Pd, where Pj E Pd represents the centroid of a set of points P j = {Pi E P} obtained using spatial decomposition techniques (in our case, an octree structure). Then we proceed at estimating the surface normals nj at each point Pj E Pd, by fitting the best least-squares plane in the neighborhood of Pi from P , and using the resultant plane normal as nj. This has the added advantage that even though Pd is much sparser, it still captures the correct surface normal and curvature estimates from the original dataset P .
The resultant set of points is then used in a fast Euclidean clustering algorithm to construct a set T = {tl '" t n } of table candidate clusters . The clustering method groups all neighboring points in Pd with similar normal estimates together in order to minimize the errors in the equations of the table planes. The heuristic for selecting the right t, candidate includes a weighted proportion of the number of inliers which support t, as well as the proximity of the candidate with respect to the acquisition viewpoint. We consider this approach to be realistic as we are mostly interested in that part of the space where the robot manipulators can reach and grasp at a given point in time.
We then perform a search for planar models in each t, E T using an M-Estimator Sample Consensus method [17] in Pd but constrain the sample selection step, such that every two pair of points Pi' Pj (with their estimated surface normals n i , nj) must respect the following condition : n i . nj~O. Furthermore, we only look at point clusters which have their estimated surface normals ni approximatively parallel with the z-axis of the world coordinate system.
To segment a set of object candidates on the chosen t, Figure 2 .
To resolve further ambiguities with respect to the chosen candidate clusters, such as objects stacked on other planar objects (such as books), we repeat the previously mentioned step by treating each additional horizontal planar structure on top of the ti table as a table itself and repeating the segmentation step (see results in Figure II) . This leads to the correct segmentation of any hierarchically arranged supporting planes, such as books or boxes already located on tables, etc. To estimate informative local feature descriptors that can be used to learn the underlying surface geometric primitive around a query point P q , we build upon our previously proposed Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) [2J. The FPFH of a point makes use of relationships between pairs of points Pi' Pj' where Pj is said to be in the neighborhood of Pi ' and their estimated surface normals ni , nj to create a multi-dimensional feature histogram space that represents the underlying surface geometry and generalizes the mean curvature around the query point. The idea is based on [13] , where we employed a surface classification method for accurate data obtained from high precision laser scanners using the more complex PFH descriptors and Support Vector Machine models. Due to their computational complexity however, PFH features are extremely expensive to compute for applications involving large data streams at many frames per second such as active stereo.
The computational steps of a FPFH for a given point P includes the estimation of a set of angular features between the point's normal ii and the normals of all the other points situated in the neighborhood Pk of p. To estimate these features, a local iivn coordinate system is defined at p . Figure 5 presents a diagram which describes the aforementioned coordinate system and the three chosen angular features. Their formulation for two points PI and P 2 and their normals nl and n2 is given as follows : (2) j =1 wj where wj is a penalty term for the pair Pi' Pj' and can be taken as a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean) between the points. To account for the exacerbated noise levels present in active stereo data, we modified the originally proposed wj weight to a scheme that is not penalizing the neighboring points on the surface too much as follows : (3) w ;= J exp l ip -pj ll
VI. MOD EL L EARNING
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) are part of a family of probabilistic graphical models along other representations such as Bayesian Networks or Hidden Markov Models. In general , probabilistic graphical models can be categorized into two distinctive categories: i) generative models and ii) discriminative models. CRFs belong to the latter and thus model a conditional probability distribution p(Ylx) instead of a joint probability distribution p(y , x ) which are used by generative models. Therefore there is no need to model the observations x which has the advantage that potentially erroneous independence assumptions will be avoided. Additionally, generative graphical models are more affected by the This leads to a larger influence of the neighboring points p k SPFH features on the resultant FPFH for the query point p. Using the new weighting scheme improved the overall classification results as presented in Table I . Figure 6 presents two examples of FPFH representations for distinct points taken from different parts of a point cloud dataset representing a partial view of a mug.
(1)
. f\ inference problem in contrast to discriminative ones, which allows a much faster classification speed.
A CRF model can be formulated as: 1
likely to have a neighbor of the same geometric class than a neighbor of a different class.
VII. EXP ERIM ENTAL R ESULTS
To validate our proposed framework, we have performed several experiments of point annotation using the CRF classification approach . In particular, we have gathered over 500 datasets of table setting scenes containing objects such as the ones presented in Figure 8 . Each dataset was first segmented using the methods described in Section IV. The remaining point clusters had on average approximatively 600 points in a radius of 3 cm.
Out put geo metric classes Due to the nature of the objects selected for these experiments, we have defined four major surface primitive classes: planar, cylindrical concave, cylindrical convex, and stem or handle (represented by thin and slightly planar patches). Though a few glasses in the dataset include conical parts, the levels of noise in the point cloud datasets made distinguishing conical from cylindrical too unrc\iable .
We ran the local feature estimation three times for each point, computing the PFH and FPFH descriptors as described in [2] , together with the modified FPFH variant (see Section V). Figure 9 presents examples of the resultant point labeling using the trained CRF model. The overall classification results are presented in Table I , together with the total computation time required for feature estimation , model learning and testing, on a standard Intel Centrino 1.2Ghz notebook. For the sake of completeness, we also present the computation times and classification accuracy obtained using the previous PFH and FPFH formulations as described in our previous work. The FPFH m uses noncombinatorial binning and our newly proposed weighting scheme, thus resulting in a faster estimation time.
Once the point labels are obtained , we proceed at reconstructing the original surfaces using a decoupled surface mesh triangulation [18] , followed by a simple mesh relaxation [19] , [20] to obtain smoother surfaces and normals . Figure 10 present several results of the surface reconstruction step for different objects located on planar surfaces. The resolution of the triangular mesh is directly dictated by the requirements of the grasping analysis step. The potential functions can be written as Fig. 10 . Examples of the resultant triangular surface meshes using our reconstruction pipeline. Note that each object is individually reconstructed , thus allowing the surface reconstruction algorithms to be run in parallel (see Figure 9 for the color legend explanations) .
used to create stable grasping points using the reconstructed surface meshes. The local annotations are created using our Fast Point Feature Histograms [2] with a modified weight to account for the higher noise levels present in stereo data. We validated our framework on a dataset of IKEA objects acquired using real time stereo with textured light, and obtained 98.27 % accuracy on the local point interpretation using geometric primitives. The reconstructed surfaces were then imported into OpenRave to create constrained grasping points, based on the surface label.
As future work, we plan to investigate the usage of our proposed methods for different types of objects and more cluttered scenes, as well as integrate our approach as Fig. 11 . The segmentation, classification, and surface reconstruction of complex scenes containing multiple objects located on top of other planar objects. From left to right and top to bottom: raw point cloud, curvature levels (red -low, green -high), surface normals, segmentation of object clusters, classification for 2 different glasses as convex surfaces, and finally surface reconstruction for grasping point generation . Fig. 9 . Example of scene segmentation and classification for datasets with multiple objects . The color legend depicts convex surfaces (green), concave surfaces (red), and stemslhandles (blue) for the category of objects used in our experiments .
In Figure 11 we depict the above already mentioned geometric processing steps for a more complex scene, with objects (e.g., glasses) placed on top of other planar objects (e.g., books). The top row of the figure presents : the raw acquired point cloud data from the stereo camera (left), the estimation of surface curvatures with low-high represented as red-yellow (middle), and finally the resultant surface normals at the points in the cloud (right). The bottom row shows the segmentation results using the methods presented in Section IV (left), the classification of the object clusters using the CRF model and FPFH features (middle), and the triangular surface meshes used as input for the grasping analysis.
The reconstructed surfaces were then imported into Open-RAVE for grasping analysis . Using the surface labels, we were able to restrict the estimation of grasp points to a specific part of the object. For example, the grasping of glasses with stems was restricted to the stem, while for the mugs the estimation was limited to the handle. The default strategy for all the other objects was to compute grasping points on the convex cylindrical surface. Figure 12 presents snapshots of the experiments performed using the PR2 robot model in OpenRAVE.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUR E WORK
In this paper we presented a novel scene interpretation approach for mobile manipulation scenarios. Our system uses Conditional Random Field classification at a local point level for annotating geometric surface primitives, which are then part of the ROS (Robot Operating System)' open source software initiative. In addition, we are looking at ways of incorporating object recognition schemes in our architecture, in order to enhance the online generation of grasping points.
